Watch dog group calls for ban to be upheld

Security on Campus says allowing Rego to return will undermine University judicial system
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Security on Campus says allowing Rego to return will undermine University judicial system

By MYRA MCGRIFF
Saint Mary's Editor

The watch dog organization Security on Campus responded to the University's indecision in upholding former Notre Dame tailback Cooper Rego's alleged campus ban in a letter addressed to University President Father Edward Malloy on Monday. The organization's campus security spokesperson S. Daniel Carter called for Notre Dame to uphold Rego's alleged expulsion.

Rego was a member of the Irish football team in 1997 before being dismissed for sexual assault and banned from campus in 1998, according to sexual victim and 2001 Notre Dame graduate Kori Peinovi. The ban was confirmed in an e-mail from a senior Residence Life official obtained by The Observer. Rego is scheduled to return to campus Saturday as a member of the West Virginia football team.

Carter's concern with the ban lies on two levels. One concern is that the disciplinary decision to ban was made by Notre Dame. If the University does not enforce its own decision, then what faith will other sexual victims have in the future. The credibility of Notre Dame's judicial process is in question by the delay in response as well as if Notre Dame does not uphold its own decision.

"Our main concern is that a student should be able to rely on the schools assurance that the accused has been banned. The victim should be able to rely on what they are told," Carter said.

Carter's other concern and heart of Monday's letter rest in Notre Dame's ability to stay in compliance with the Jean Clery Act's "Campus Sexual Assault Victims' Bill of Rights." The act outlines that schools must inform, "the accuser and the accused must be informed of the outcome of any institutional disciplinary proceeding involving an alleged sexual offense... with respect to the alleged sexual offense and any sanction that is imposed against the accused."

Since the parties have been notified, it is now up Notre Dame to recognize that sanction, according to Carter.
INSIDE COLUMN

Bush earns respect

It’s always hard to put things in perspective, but after the events of Sept. 11, at least now we know how.

Just think where we stood as a nation just 10 short months ago. We, as a nation, stood divided as to who we wanted to run our country. Bickering and partisan complaining became commonplace, it seemed over a month to official­ly declare George W. Bush as the 43rd President of the United States. Every day, we would hear on the news about some effort to get bal­lots recounted or to prevent them from getting recoun­ted.

Doesn’t it all seem so petty now?

I firmly believe that where we stand as a nation today, Oct. 9, 2001, is significantly above and beyond where we stood 10 short months ago.

Of course, it helps to add a little perspective.

Obviously, when we all lined up at the voting booths, we didn’t think of who we would want to lead our nation through a tragedy such as this. If you did, congratulations, you’re a psychic (or a pessimist).

But the Bush we have is the Bush of Sept. 11 and the retribution on Oct. 7 (and beyond), a certifiable majority of the US popula­tion now stands behind our president, regardless of who they voted for on Nov. 7, 2000. We (the majority) have been vindicated because the Bush administration has stood unified behind an overwhelmingly popular cause — ending the threat of terrorism in order to protect the freedoms of the United States of America and nations across the globe.

But the U.S. stands at the center of this move­ment, for many reasons. And as the central nation in this movement, we, as voters, represent a powerful force, whether we know it or not. We ideally make educated decisions as to whom we would like to represent the focal point of the modern free world. Whether Democrat or Republican, we choose who we feel will best lead the country.

For the most part — but with some rare excep­tions — we vote along party lines. Democrats vote for Democratic candidates, Republicans vote for Republican candidates, and so on.

However, because of the events of the past month, bickering has subsided, and partisanship has fallen by the wayside. Democrats are sup­porting a Republican president at an astounding rate. Congressmen and women of any political affiliation gathered to sing “God Bless America” on the steps of the United States Capitol. Political affiliation gathered to sing “God Bless America” — and vision, he will surely build on that record and ensure that Columbia remains one of the world’s great universities.”

Bollinger joins Columbia from Michigan, where he is known as a “people’s president” who has developed close ties with Michigan’s 24,000 student undergraduate pop­ulation. At Michigan, Bollinger has held monthly “fireside chats” with students and has taught an under­graduate class, something he plans to do at Columbia.

But Bollinger also has significant administrative credentials to his name. At Michigan he has seen both the number of applications and the graduation rate reach record highs. He has increased Michigan’s endowment dramati­cally, launched a $900 million Life Sciences Institute with its own new building and developed a partner­ship with the Royal Shakespeare Company, of which he is a board member.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

University may begin cell research

The funds to support scientific research projects have to come from somewhere — usually either from the government or from private businesses. Ever since the Bush administration’s decision last August to allow federal funding for stem cell research under certain limitations, both politicians and scientists have questioned what role federal funding will play and how private companies will contribute. Boston University, while not currently involved in embryonic stem cell research, has molecular biologists working on adult human stem cells that come from fat. Steve Farmer, a molecular biologist at the BU School of Medicine, said he believes the University could begin human embryonic stem cell research soon. “I think that in three to five years, or somewhere in the future you may see researchers at BU get involved,” he said. Farmer pointed out federal money is important for any scientist who plans on taking part in embryonic stem cell research.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

University organization questions e-mail

New York University Jewish student organization, TorchPac, considered filing a judiciary complaint last week against NYU’s Arab Student United (ASU) on the basis that the group distributed anti-Semitic literature in an e-mail to its members, a TorchPac representative said. On Oct. 1, ASU President Nadeen Al-Jikalji sent the e-mail, which contained an article by former Ku Klux Klan Grand Dragon David Duke, to students subscribed to the ASU listserve. The listserve was provided to the club by NYU Information Technology Services, who adds listservs to many students, staff and faculty. While Al­Jikalji said she did not object to the content of the article, she added she did not know Duke was a former Klansman when she sent the e-mail. “I read the article by David Duke and I’m not going to deny that I agreed with some of its content,” she said. “If I had known his history I would not have sent it out. If the article was written by somebody else I would’ve sent it out. I feel like the article is valid.”

LOCAL WEATHER

5 Day South Bend Forecast

The view expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily, those of The Observer.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

"If they don’t uphold the ban it will only make other nations hesitant to come forward in the future."

Kori Pienio, sexual assault victim on Cooper Rego returning to campus

"As you look back over the beginning of the season until right now obviously this is the first time what we’ve been able to follow the plan (to win)."

Bob Davie, Irish head football coach on Saturday’s game

"I hope to get my citizenship so that I will be able to visit my family in the Philippines."

Jenellee Ames, Saint Mary’s freshman on coming to school in America

Beyond campus

TRUSTEES CONFIRM BOLLINGER AS NEW PRESIDENT

President George Rupp on July 1. Bollinger, who is currently presi­dent of the University of Michigan, will take over for current university president George Rupp on July 1.

The university trustees unani­mously confirmed Bollinger at a meeting on Saturday, only days after the presidential Search Committee voted to recommend him.

"We are delighted to have Lee Bollinger re-join the Columbia family," trustees chairman David Stern said. "Columbia has gained tremen­dous momentum during the last eight years under George Rupp’s leadership. With Lee’s record of accomplish­ments, his dedication to quality and vision, he will surely build on that record and ensure that Columbia remains one of the world’s great universities.”

Bollinger joins Columbia from Michigan, where he is known as a "people’s president" who has developed close ties with Michigan’s 24,000 student undergraduate pop­ulation. At Michigan, Bollinger has held monthly “fireside chats” with students and has taught an under­graduate class, something he plans to do at Columbia.

But Bollinger also has significant administrative credentials to his name. At Michigan he has seen both the number of applications and the graduation rate reach record highs. He has increased Michigan’s endowment dramati­cally, launched a $900 million Life Sciences Institute with its own new building and developed a partner­ship with the Royal Shakespeare Company, of which he is a board member.
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The funds to support scientific research projects have to come from somewhere — usually either from the government or from private businesses. Ever since the Bush administration’s decision last August to allow federal funding for stem cell research under certain limitations, both politicians and scientists have questioned what role federal funding will play and how private companies will contribute. Boston University, while not currently involved in embryonic stem cell research, has molecular biologists working on adult human stem cells that come from fat. Steve Farmer, a molecular biologist at the BU School of Medicine, said he believes the University could begin human embryonic stem cell research soon. “I think that in three to five years, or somewhere in the future you may see researchers at BU get involved,” he said. Farmer pointed out federal money is important for any scientist who plans on taking part in embryonic stem cell research.
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CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS

Danny Mous, director of public relations, was misquoted in the Oct. 8 edition of The Observer. In the article entitled “Accused rapist may return to campus,” Mous’ quote should read: “Public Health and Medicine students working with the University police, because there have been no complaints by students, staff or faculty.” The Observer regrets the error.

The Observer regrets the error.
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Freshmen focus on fundraising

By MEGHANNE DOWNES
News Writer

The Freshman Class Council is focusing its time on creating a class T-shirt and sponsoring a concession stand to raise money for future activities for the class of 2005. The 27 representatives are hoping the theme of the T-shirt will promote class unity and are looking to freshman class members for design ideas. The deadline for design submissions to hall representatives will be Oct. 29.

At the Navy football game, the council will be selling refreshments in front of Alumni circle. The council had hoped to sell the T-shirt at its annual concession stand fundraiser, but the University prohibits the vending of apparel items at concession stands before football games until "The Shirt" is sold out.

"It is unfortunate that we cannot sell our own T-shirts at our concession stand until the remaining 25,000 "The Shirt" T-shirts are sold," Walsh Hall representative Andrea Braunt said. "Our current option is to sell shirts through the hall representatives."

The council intends to use its combined creativity to "push the envelope," according to Aberger. Several representatives emphasized that the council intends to start putting its ideas into action so that most of them are realized. Freshmen are encouraged to submit ideas for sponsorship to their hall representatives.

"We have some incredibly passionate people who are on the council this year. I am excited to see us work together to bring our ideas to the forefront and to get them involved," said Lyons Hall representative Ronann Carter.

The council intends to use its current option to sell shirts through the hall representatives. "We want to take advantage of every opportunity here in order to get into the spirit of Notre Dame and we do not want to waste any time that could be used to bring people together and to get the members involved," said Lyons Hall representative Enrique Schaerer.

The Council also intends to increase its publicity in order to include all students. Another possible idea is to recognize freshman on either a weekly or monthly basis who exemplify the Catholic tradition of service.

Belles take on a marathon

By ALLISON ROCHE
News Writer

Saint Mary's student Alissa Blair started running only a year ago. Just 18 weeks ago she began marathon training with fellow Saint Mary's student Jennifer Wagner. And on Sunday, Blair and Wagner completed the 26.2 miles of the Chicago Marathon with respective times of 3:38:05 and 5:31:05.

Blair finished comfortably within her goal time of three and a half to four hours, while also qualifying for April's Boston Marathon. Though excited by the results of her first marathon, Blair is not sure if she is ready to start thinking about a second.

"I think I might just do it, but we'll see," Blair said. "I don't think I could not be reached for comment after the marathon, but beforehand she was optimistically looking forward to running another marathon in the future, regardless of difficulties she experienced while training for Chicago.

"Originally I had a goal time of four hours, 15 minutes. After one of the injuries in the final few weeks of training, I will be happy with finishing. I've worked 20 weeks to see that finish line. It is disappointing to have such a big setback, but next time I'll reach my goal time," Wagner said Thursday.

Blair found the energy of more than 37,000 runners and near 1 million spectators to be an empowering experience, she said. Freshmen are encouraged to submit ideas for sponsorship to their hall representatives.

"It was awe-some. There were 65,000 feet hitting the pavement at the same time. It was a very positive experience," said Blair.

The weekly training schedule Wagner introduced to Blair consisted of four days running with one long run, one medium run and two shorter runs, then one day of cross-training and two days of rest. Their longest run was 20 miles, which the pair completes twice-thirds of the way through training. Their workouts slowly tapered from that peak to Sunday's race. In the last few days of training they ran just a few miles, rested and loaded up on carbohydrates and water.

Blair attributed her easy progression as a runner to the gradual build in distance during training. She encouraged other beginning runners to start with just a few miles and then build their physical and mental stamina as their mileage increases.

Unlike newer runner Blair, it has been Wagner's goal to run a marathon since her senior year of high school. Despite tendinitis, shin splints and harsh weather while training, Wagner did not wavered in pursuit of her goal.

"All I have to do is think about crossing the finish line and I run faster," she said.

Contact Allison Roche at Roch0584@saintmarys.edu

Contact Meghannne Downes at mdowen1@nd.edu.

Dr. Ronald E. McNair

The CANDAX-ME McNAIR PROGRAM
ANNOUNCES THE
2001 - 2002 RECRUITMENT MEETINGS
WITH PROF. MARIO BORELLI
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2001
and/or
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2001
7:00 - 8:00 PM
(Pizzas & Sodas will be served)
IN ROOM 117 HAYES-HEALY
(DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: NOV. 20)

FOR ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS WHO ARE EITHER:
• First Generation College Students from low income families
(all ethnic backgrounds are eligible)
OR
• African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans
(visit the program at http://www.nd.edu/~mario/mcnam/)
BOG debates leadership center

By SHANNON NELLIGAN
News Writer

Mana Derakhshani, interim director of the Center for Women’s Intercultural Leadership, presented the purpose of the organization and asked the Board of Governance for suggestions on how to promote CWIL to Saint Mary’s at Monday’s BOG meeting.

CWIL, sponsored the Lilly Endowment, plans to place an emphasis on diversity in the classroom, conduct seminars and encourage students to study cultures on site or during a summer seminar.

“This program (CWIL) is designed for student involvement at every level,” Derakhshani said. Hopefully, as soon as next year, students at Saint Mary’s will have the opportunity to live in an intercultural residence with students from various ethnic, cultural and racial backgrounds Derakhshani said. These students will choose to live together and participate in programs that examine intercultural living.

“This would help create a focus on innovative thought and provide a wider range of experiences to Saint Mary’s students in order to prepare them better for the world,” Derakhshani said. The Board also discussed

Watts lost temper at airport

Associated Press

OKLAHOMA CITY
An aide to Rep. J.C. Watts said Monday that the congressman lost his temper when he stumped a parking ticket for violating airport security rules under an officer’s badge.

Watts, the fourth-ranking House GOP leader, was cited Sept. 28 after he left his car unattended in a loading zone at Will Rogers World Airport, a violation of security measures that police have enforced especially aggressively since the Sept. 11 attacks.

After arguing with police Sgt. Edward Stupka, Watts shoved aggressively since the Sept. 11 police have enforced especially aggressively since the Sept. 11.

Unfazed, Watts told him to “take care of it,” said Pam Pryor, Watts’ chief of staff. The officer tossed it into the congressman’s car, and Watts’ wife later paid the ticket.

“This is something suggested by CWIL. BOG also emphasized the importance of appointing faculty with a diverse background to bring new ideas to campus. Kristen Matha, vice-president, suggested that faculty incorporate and promote CWIL’s events into their classes to promote a form of sponorship.

In other news:

♦ Saint Mary’s Graduate, Amy Kanouse, asked for donations of care packages, for Kids Peace National Centers. The organization is a therapeutic foster care program for disadvantaged children.

ACE has moved to the north side of Badin Hall (the old Campus Ministry offices).

Please stop by to learn how you can make a difference!
U.S. orders refunds for power sales.

Federal energy regulators have directed four energy companies to refund excess charges for electricity sales in California and 10 other Western states in July. The order from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission does not include the amount of the refunds, which the California Independent System Operator, which manages much of California's electricity grid, was attempting to calculate Monday.

Military drops pro-U.S. messages.

America is battling terrorism with messages as well as might—dropping leaflets and filling radio airwaves with words urging Afghans to shun the ruling Taliban and back the war on terrorism. The psy-ops soldiers have planes to scatter leaflets, mobile print shops that can be dropped by parachute and loudspeaker systems to blare messages on the ground.

INDIANA NEWS BRIEFS

Notebook of planned crimes found:

A wanted man from Rochester wrote out a refinement and criminal mischief. The warrants on warrants charging him with criminal conspiracy, was later booked at the Fulton County jail. Nicholas G. Donahue, County telephone booth, police say. A police plan for a robbery and other crimes in a journal.

Notebook of planned crimes found:

To blare messages on the ground.

Notebook of planned crimes found:

Radio airwaves with words urging Afghans to join the war on terrorism.

Notebook of planned crimes found:

U.S. struggles with Arab support

The Bush administration is struggling to maintain the backing of Arab and other Muslim states even as it warns that it may take its war on terrorism beyond Afghanistan.

In alerting the world the attack had begun, President Bush said Sunday, "The United States of America is a friend to the Afghan people, and we are the friends of almost a billion worldwide who practice the Islamic faith."

The warning the fight may go beyond Afghanistan was contained in a letter to the United Nations.

"We may find that our self-defense requires further actions with respect to other organizations and other states," John Negroponte, the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations said Monday. It was only the latest such warning.

"The letter states what the president has been saying all along, that the United States reserves the right to defend itself wherever it is necessary," White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said.

By all accounts, the al-Qaida network headed by Osama bin Laden has cells in several nations, most of them predominantly Muslim. Bush has told these governments they must choose between supporting the fight against terrorism and U.S. hostility.

In Pakistan, which borders Afghanistan and is vital to the U.S. military operation, protesters have clamored against the United States and the cooperation of their government, headed by President Pervez Musharraf.

Other Muslim nations, including Uzbekistan and Saudi Arabia, also have leading roles.

To help Musharraf, the administration and Congress have worked together to lift almost all sanctions against Pakistan. A move to end the remaining ones is near completion on Capitol Hill.

President Bush has approved $320 million in humanitarian aid to the Afghans. A senior U.S. official said Monday that Pakistan could expect additional support as it copes with a flood of refugees.

Despite the concerted U.S. effort, Shibley Telhami, a University of Maryland professor, said, "There are people in the Arab and Muslim world who simply will not be satisfied by what the United States will do. There is a lot of sentiment built up over the years. Clearly, the United States is not trusted."

But there are people throughout the region, including governments, who are so frightened by the prospect of having groups linked to bin Laden dominate the Middle East that they are looking for an opportunity and a reason to stand up to their extremists.

INDIANA NEWS BRIEFS

Notebook of planned crimes found:

Market Watch October 8

Dow

9,067.94

-51.83

Jones
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-1.72

Composite

-5.24

N/A
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830.13

-3.15

NASDAQ:
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NYSE:
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S&P 500:

1062.44

-8.94

Top 5 Volume Leaders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ticker Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>3-Month Average Daily Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISCO SYSTEMS</td>
<td>Sysco Corp.</td>
<td>SCX</td>
<td>64.74</td>
<td>135,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCO SYSTEMS</td>
<td>Sysco Corp.</td>
<td>DISC</td>
<td>64.74</td>
<td>135,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCO SYSTEMS</td>
<td>Sysco Corp.</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>25.74</td>
<td>25.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCO SYSTEMS</td>
<td>Sysco Corp.</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>25.74</td>
<td>25.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCO SYSTEMS</td>
<td>Sysco Corp.</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>25.74</td>
<td>25.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Special to the Observer

The Alliance for Catholic Education at Notre Dame has received a three-year $300,000 grant from the GE Fund for programs to support mathematics education and engage an interest in math-based disciplines and careers among elementary- and high-school-age students.

The fund will support a multi-pronged approach, including enhanced preparation of ACE teachers, curriculum development disseminated among networks of mathematics teachers, and career development for sixth-through-12th graders. The latter element will involve a partnership between ACE teachers and middle-school service volunteer force, the GE-Ellin network.

"The opportunity to partner with the GE Fund through the ACE program to encourage and achieve math excellence in our nation's primary and secondary schools is unique and exciting," Father Edward Malloy, University President

"We're most appreciative of the fund's support of this project. This project proposal meets all the goals of the GE Fund: to improve educational quality, and access and strengthen community ties," said Joyce Hergenhan, president of the GE Fund. "We are delighted to partner with ACE to extend the impact of their current program and help other schools of all types adapt this model across the country. ACE has launched the ACE-Epsilon Initiative to formulate the elements of ACE's success into curriculum development models and teaching and support models that can be replicated by other schools. The ACE-Epsilon Initiative represents an innovative K-12 educational alliance among supporters within the Notre Dame campus and throughout the nation," said University executive vice president Father Timothy, who founded ACE and serves as director of University's Institute for Educational Initiatives. In synergizing Notre Dame's commitment to education with the talent and vision of the GE Fund, we have designed a multiyear project that will provide exemplary quantifiable instruction to some of the neediest schools in the United States."

ACE was founded in 1994 to provide committed Catholic teachers for understaffed parochial schools and to provide recent college graduates with intensive teacher training and opportunities for an experience of Christian community and spiritual growth.

The GE Fund, the philanthropic foundation of the General Electric Company, invests in improving educational quality and access and in strengthening community organizations in GE communities around the world. All told, GE, the GE Fund and GE employees and retirees contributed $100 million to community and educational institutions last year. For more information on the GE Fund, visit http://www.gefund.org.

Ban

continued from page 1

"All that we ask is that is that (Notre Dame) enforce its know decision to ban this expelled student from the Notre Dame campus in any capacity," Carter said. University spokesman

Denny Moore confirmed that no decision has been reached.

Rego was also unable to be reached Monday for questions and his listed phone number had been disconnect

West Virginia football information office confirmed that Rigo was not at player interviews Monday and that "he isn't giving interviews."

NEWS BRIEF

Miami Wind Quartet to perform: The Miami Wind Quartet, one of North America's leading performing groups and a faculty ensemble-in-residence at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, will perform tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Annenberg Auditorium of the Snite Museum of Art. The concert is free and open to the public. Featuring guest the Stratford-Upon-Avon Music Festival in England, and in Canada, Luxembourg, Austria, Germany and the Czech Republic. In August, the group was a featured ensemble at the Stratford-Epsom-Avon Music Festival in England, and in May, the quartet performed and led master classes at the Hochschule fir Musik in Saarbrucken, Germany. The quintet has four recordings to its credit, including three joint efforts with the Prague Wind Quintet on the Mastersound label.

FRESHMEN REGISTERS

If you ordered a copy of the Freshmen Register, you have until Oct. 19 to pick it up at the LaFortune Information Desk (9-9 weekdays, 12-8 Sat/Sun). After that remaining copies will be sold for $14 each. Student ID required.

Wet Your Whistle! (and stuff your face)

DAILY SPECIALS

Rated #1 Hot Wings in the area

Big Screen TVs

Tuesday:

$5.00 32oz Draft Beer

Individual speakers at each booth!

1803 SOUTH BEND AVENUE - SOUTH BEND, IN

Next to Subway. Family Dining Available

247-9293

Fax: 219-284-4866
SMC Web site gets a facelift

By JENNIE BUEHLER
News Writer

After a month of preparation and redesign, Saint Mary's Web page posted an updated look during the weekend. A subdued blue background, quick access bars, scrolling links and loading images are all part of recent updates to the Saint Mary's Web page.

"The Web site has been undergoing a change since the last version was developed. The last company working on it didn't finish it, and we had always planned to complete it later," said Nick Farmer, marketing and content organizer.

Efforts to improve the Web site began last March with the help of Saint Mary's vice president and dean of faculty Karen Ristau. She signed off for the last version was developed.

The team's goal was "to provide a more high impact Web company." said Mendell, "It gives prospective students an upgraded link to the admissions page. Current students will enjoy an upgrade through e-mail system with new features and more security. Alumni can also appreciate flexibility and easier access to links within the site."

These upgrades are just a start to the construction being done, as more upgrades are being planned for the future to "achieve consistency and integrate the new look to other area's within the Web site," said Mendell.

For instance, departmental pages were unaffected by the changes along with other organizations within the Web site this time around, however, plans to establish the new look in these areas is scheduled in the future.

"We wanted to go in without necessarily changing everything" said Mendell. "It gives the departments flexibility."

The response from the Saint Mary's community has been accepting to the changes.

"We've had a positive response from the community. They like the availability and the dynamic new look," said Farmer.

Contact Jennie Buehler at buch1658@saintmarys.edu.

Food drops are successful

RAMSTEIN AIR BASE

Crew members of two American C-17 cargo planes hugged and exchanged high-fives Monday on returning safely to their base after dropping 35,000 food packets over Afghanistan.

The overnight operation was meant to underscore that the U.S.-led military attacks carried out simultaneously were not aimed at civilians.

The cargo planes were airborne for 24 hours, dropping the packets from high altitudes onto areas in southern and eastern Afghanistan where the civilian need was deemed greatest.

"It did present dangers with the high altitude and the potential ground threat," Air Force Col. Bob Allaridze told reporters at the United States' Ramstein Air Base in southwestern Germany after the planes landed.

He would not comment on whether the planes encountered any hostilities, but the 20-person crew, attached to the 437th Airlift Wing at Charleston Air Force Base in South Carolina, was unharmed and in high spirits.

One of the flight commanders, whose name was withheld due to security concerns, described the mission covering 6,000 miles from Ramstein to Afghanistan and back again as difficult, but uneventful.

The airdrop over Afghanistan was executed at higher altitudes than ever before attempted to avoid any enemy fire, the commander said, without specifying the altitude. Food drops previously have been made over Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo and Somalia.

"That's the way you want it to be over the drop zone, boring. And it was," the commander said. "There was a haze on the ground and a couple of lights but we couldn't see anything else."

The packets were dropped from the back of cargo planes. To do that, the cabin and cockpit doors were depressurized, requiring crew to put on oxygen masks and endure near-freezing temperatures. Medical crew were on board both planes to make sure the flight crews didn't experience altitude sickness, he said.

"It was an outstanding success. It's a testament to the professionalism and the dedication of the crews and people supporting them," the commander said. "An unprecedented mission. A difficult mission."

The packets contained a day's ration of red beans, rice, fruit bars, peanut butter and strawberry jam, providing at least 2,200 calories. The food does not contain any animal products so as not to violate any religious or cultural practices. Muslims, for example, do not eat pork.

A day's food

Each yellow plastic container of "humanitarian daily rations" is about the size of a hardcover book. The pouches, airdropped by the U.S. military to assist Afghan civilians, contains a day's worth of food for one person. The rations are vegetarian and conform to Muslim dietary laws.

A typical 2,200-calorie package may contain the following items:

- Bean salad
- Rice with beans
- Crackers
- Peanut butter
- Nuts
- Flat bread
- Strawberry jam
- Apple fruit bars
- Utensil package

SOURCES: Defense Supply Center; AP Associated Press

Australia

"THE LAND DOWN UNDER"

Information Meetings
Tuesday, October 9, 2001

155 DeBartolo
5:00-6:00 PM

for Arts & Letters
and Business
Students

Application deadline: Dec. 1, 2001

283 Galvin Life Science
7:00-8:30 PM

for Science and
Engineering Students
( use main entrance by library )

Applications submitted on-line: www.nd.edu/~intlstud
Attacks continued from page 1

bombers, C-17 cargo planes air dropped about 37,000 packages of food rations for displaced civilians in Afghanistan, Rumsfeld said. A similar mission was carried out Sunday, and officials said they expected to continue the humanitarian air drops for at least several more days.

In revealing more details about the first salvos of missiles and bombs, Air Force Gen. Richard Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, cautioned that the number of munitions fired and the number of targets hit are not the best measure of success for President Bush's campaign against terrorism.

"In this kind of warfare, against this kind of enemy, the true measure of effectiveness, in my opinion, will not necessarily be in numerical terms," Myers said at a joint news conference with Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. Success depends on weakening the Taliban, aiding opposition groups, feeding displaced Afghans and demonstrating that harboring terrorists will not go unpunished, he said.

Rumsfeld made a similar point.

"There is no silver bullet," he said. "The cruise missiles and bombers are not going to solve this problem. We know that. What they can do is to con-"  ""The only way that the Afghan people are going to be successful in healing the terror-"  "We are working with the elements on the ground that are interested in overthrowing and expelling that group of people," Rumsfeld said. In a related development, another 1,071 members of the Army Reserve and Army National Guard were called to active duty as part of a mobili-ization authorized by Bush shortly after the Sept. 11 attacks. Among those called up are personnel who specialize in criminal investigation, infantry or special operations.

In all, 27,025 reservists from 44 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico have been called up.

OPERATION 'ENDURING FREEDOM'
Targeting the Taliban military

U.S. and British forces pounded targets in Afghanistan Sunday, striking Taliban and al-Qaida installations with missiles and bombs launched from warplanes and ships. In a televised address, President Bush said the action is intended to not only disrupt Osama bin Laden's terror network, but also to pave the way for future sustained operations to bring terrorists to justice.

WHAT THEY CAN DO IS TO CONTINUE TO WEaken THE TERRORIST NETWORK, DRAINING THEIR FINANCES AND CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT THAT IS INHOSPITABLE TO TERRORISTS, DRIVING THEIR PEOPLE OUT OF THEIR OWN LANDS, CLINCHING THE COUNTRY IS TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN HEAVING THE TERRORIST NETWORK OUT OF THEIR COUNTRY IS TO BE SUCCESSFUL AGAINST...THAT PORTION OF TALIBAN AND THE TALIBAN LEADERSHIP THAT ARE CLOSELY LINKED TO THE AL-QAIDA," he said.

"WE ARE WORKING WITH THE ELEMENTS ON THE GROUND THAT ARE INTERESTED IN OVERthrowING AND EXPelling THAT GROUP OF PEOPLE," Rumsfeld said. IN A RELATED DEVELOPMENT, ANOTHER 1,071 MEMBERS OF THE ARMY RESERVE AND ARMY NATIONAL GUARD WERE CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY AS PART OF A MOBILIZATION AUTHORIZED BY BUSH SHORTLY AFTER THE SEPT. 11 ATTACKS. AMONG THOSE CALLED UP ARE PERSONNEL WHO SPECIALIZE IN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION, INFANTRY OR SPECIAL OPERATIONS. IN ALL, 27,025 RESERVISTS FROM 44 STATES, THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND PUERTO RICO HAVE BEEN CALLED UP.

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCES
at the University of Notre Dame
Discover a new major while celebrating Earth Science Week on THURSDAY NOVEMBER 11 at 5 p.m. in 154 Fitzpatrick Hall.
Pizza will be served!

DISCOVER:
How you can major OR minor in the Environmental Geosciences;
Career and Research opportunities;
How to spend a semester abroad.

Contact: Dr. Clive R. Neal (neal.1@nd.edu)
www.nd.edu/~cneal/ENVGEO
Ridge goes to work on security

Associated Press

WASHINGTON

In a windowless space 10 paces from the Oval Office, Tom Ridge reported for duty Monday at the new Office of Homeland Security. His assignment: figure out where America is vulnerable to terrorist attack and try to ensure that it won't happen again. "The task before us is difficult, perhaps most difficult," said Ridge, who resigned as Pennsylvania governor just three days earlier to accept the daunting challenge laid out by President Bush.

In an executive order, the president instructed Ridge to bring all federal, state and local agencies together in drawing up a plan "to detect, prevent for, prepare, protect against, respond to and recover from terrorist attacks within the United States."

It was a mouthful that Ridge stumbled over as he restated his mission to an audience of family members and government VIPs in the East Room. He also said his job will be to find the "sweet spot" of law enforcement and intelligence operations that connects the Oval Office to the field.

Ridge's portfolio bulged with weighty mandates:
- Set priorities for spying overseas and make sure intelligence agencies spend the money and technology they need.
- Develop a system for detecting any release of biological or chemical agents, and for communicating with the public.
- Review hospital capacity and supplies of vaccines and pharmaceuticals.
- Fortify security for power plants, phone systems, railroads, highways, shipping ports, and food and water supplies.

Ridge will be working with bureaucrats that have a tradition of turf battles over money and jurisdiction, a potential obstacle that he acknowledged with a plea for cooperation.

"The only turf we should be working on protecting is the turf we stand on," he said. "We're going to have to be as good at cooperating as we are at competing." Ridge referred to the 10 volunteers who have been working for him to make sure the government is ready for anything.

The president instructed Ridge to work with remaining federal agencies and to set priorities for the new Homeland Security Department. Ridge will set the agenda for the new department "to detect, prepare for, prevent against, protect against, respond to and recover from terrorist attacks within the United States." Ridge will not have an automatic seat in the president's daily intelligence and National Security Council briefings, but will be invited in on an "ad hoc" basis, said press secretary Ari Fleischer.

President Bush's daily schedule ever since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks has been "a difficult we do immediately," said press secretary Ari Fleischer.

The president instructed Ridge to have a Victims Support Center, which helps those affected by the terrorist attacks.

Tom Ridge, Office of Homeland Security

Profile

Tom Ridge, Office of Homeland Security

Former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge was sworn in by Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas on Monday at the head of the Office of Homeland Security, a new Cabinet-level position.

Birth date: Aug. 26, 1945.

Education: J.D., Dickinson School of Law (1972); B.A., government studies, Harvard (1967).


Family: Wife, Michelle; son Tommy; daughter Lesley.

Source: AP wire reports

Anthrax cases not terrorist acts

Associated Press

Health experts say the Florida anthrax cases traced to the newsroom of a supermarket magazine do not fit the pattern of classic bioterrorism scenario and the public should not be especially fearful for its safety when the FBI finishes its investigation.

Among the major questions to be answered: Where did it come from? How was it spread? And, why has only one person died?

"There are things about this case that I find rather strange," said Donald A. Henderson, a biodefense expert at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. "If you put them all together, they don't add up."

Anthrax is one of a handful of microbes turned into biological weapons designed to infect and kill large populations. A treaty signed by 143 nations bans their use. But U.S. officials have long feared that extremists might grow a large batch and release anthrax spores on unsuspecting, innocent people — fears that have come acute since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.

In Florida, Bob Stevens, 63, died Friday of inhalated anthrax. It was the first confirmed case in the United States since 1976. The bacterium also has been found in the nasal passages of one of Stevens' co-workers at The Sun newspaper. The man being treated at an undisclosed Atlanta-area hospital.

However, experts said the bacterium's presence in the man's nose does not necessarily mean he is suffering from the inhaled form of the disease. "by any means doesn't add up," Henderson said.

Anthrax symptoms — which include fever, skin rash and breathing difficulty — usually take up to a week to appear, but may not develop for several months.

Inhaled anthrax, the body quickly produces toxins as a result of infection that antibiotics typically cannot overcome.

Health officials said they have not heard anything yet to suggest the second newsroom worker has the inhaled version. Nor do the spores suggest they were biologically manipulated.

"It looks like garden-variet anthrax and it's a very simple cycle — to treat anthrax.

Health experts said "it would be prudent" to treat workers in the Sun building, as well as any visitors, mesengers, delivery people and service workers who went to the Sun building for about two months. Family and friends who were not physically there would not need treatment because anthrax cannot be passed from one person to another.

"You want to treat people before they show symptoms," Clemens said.
Are we safe at Notre Dame?

I've never really asked myself this question in the past. I've always felt safe walking around the lakes or Saint Mary's alone late at night. Maybe it's just because I am a male (not even feminist anymore), or maybe it is because no matter where I go I get the feeling that the administration is watching me. Had I asked myself this question a week ago my answer would have been unequivocally, "Yes, I am safe on this campus."

Suddenly, since then my whole idea of safety has been turned upside down. On the surface, yes, Notre Dame is safe. But below this image there is a dark monster lurking. No one wants to talk about it, understandably, but it's there. I am referring to date and acquaintance rape. I used to imagine Notre Dame as one of the most rape-proof campuses in the country. I have since changed my mind. Rather, Notre Dame has an abundance of rape; it's just that no one reports it because women are made to believe it is their fault. You see, there is some sort of attitude that if someone is drunk they have no one to blame but themselves. This attitude makes rape a woman's problem, and yet it is not looking at it like this and I imagine it must be more frightening for a woman. The worst part of the crime just may be the aftermath. In the aftermath of this terrible experience our "community" pressures women to take the blame for the attack. Perhaps they shouldn't have gotten that drunk, perhaps they didn't deserve such common human dignity. This appalls me. A lot of times the phrase "taking advantage of" replaces the correct term "raping" when referring to these instances. There are some sort of built-in aversion to using the term rape at all. "perfect" place. Taking advantage of a girl who is incapacitated by givan consent while you are aware of her inability to give consent is rape — even if she doesn't mean "yes."

How can I feel safe, even as a guy, on a campus where there are individuals willing to cause a lifetime of hurt and pain for another person for one night of personal physical gratification? The concept, until recently, just never took hold with me. There are people like this, and chances are you've met, talked to or had a class with them. That's why we need to stand up, and I imagine it must be more frightening for a woman. I can't believe this attitude. While I agree that a man accused must be given a fair shake, here the woman, the victim, endures more scrutiny than the alleged perpetrator. This crime is not a woman's fault. Getting drunk is not and will never constitute consent for sex. No one prey on women in this state are rapists. There just isn't any question about it. The betrayal of the woman by her own community is almost as bad as the crime itself.

The whole thing makes me physically ill and has kept me up nights over the past week. Our campus needs desperately to address this issue but not through the abysmal methods of the past. No yellow journalism, tabloid-style news coverage and not a 20 minute meeting at the beginning of freshman year. There is an immediate need for updated and relevant information on this campus. Case in point, a few weeks ago the issue of rape-dates was brought up in The Observer. While I don't think anything about these drugs and their effects on victims? I don't, and I don't even know where to go to find out. Should not someone at this University direct some energy towards informing us? Instead of sweeping it under the carpet, a mature, informed discussion must ensue to help lessen the chance that this should ever happen again.

John Little is a Junior IMS major. He can be contacted at flippn@nd.edu. His column appears every other Tuesday.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
I am scared. In two days I leave Nouakchott, the capital, to go to my vil­lage. I arrived three days ago and have been basking in all I possibly can, beaches and pools, ice cream, hamburg­ers and pizza, tanks tops and bikinis. Currently I sit in an air-conditioned internet cafe which serves lattes. After I type this out I return to the Peace Corps house with a party already in progress. There is a DJ with at least some American music, a bar, a karaoke machine and about 50 Americans. Tomorrow is another free day, which most likely means another day by the pool at the embassy. Right now life does not seem that much different than in the states.

The scary part is that this is all very temporary, and my actual life in Mauritania is about as different from my Nouakchott experience as is possible. In two days my Peace Corps service commences. After 10 weeks in training I am more than ready to enter this next phase, but there is a part of me that is ter­rified.

Peace Corps has been a part of my life plan for at least the past two years and on some level a part of my identity. When people asked what I planned on doing after graduation from college I always said Peace Corps, and during the year I took off between college and Peace Corps it was a major topic of conversa­tion. What would I do? Where would I go? Would I have water and electricity? None of these ques­tions are answered. As of the swearing-in ceremony yesterday I am finally a Peace Corps volunteer. My dream is now reality. The movement between these two realms is hard. Training was difficult, but I also realize it was a bubble. That envi­ronment was safe and still is very comfort­able. I just don't know what the next few weeks will bring. I knew when I signed up for Peace Corps that a large part of the pro­gram is to live alone and in a fairly isolated village. This idea sounded ab­solutely fascinating when I sat in the recruiting office in a skyscraper in downtown Chicago. After visiting my vil­lage I fear hearing everyone else's parents' stories the excitement and dream still exist, but now it is compounded with knowl­edge of reality.

I try to imagine the first day. The Peace Corps car will drive me around with all my possessions. My possessions will most likely be more than most families could ever afford. After about 10 min­utes of settling-in time I may meet and greet the notable members of the com ­munity. They will speak in a language I do not understand and eat food I cannot identify. I may smile and laugh a lot and pretend that I understand.

The kids will follow me. Everyone will ask if I am married and when and why "they" will have many possible husbands lined up. Someone will get my water for me and carry my bags. I will be treated like a celebrity. After a few days this sta­tus will disappear. I will have to figure out how to use a well. I will have to learn enough Pulaar to communicate at least my basic needs and feelings.

Eventually, hopefully not for a very long time, I will have to learn to take care of myself when I get sick. I will not speak any kind of English, I will get by using sign language.

All of these realities. They will not be a part of my Peace Corps dream of the past two years. The Peace Corps pamphlets and website do not show this part of the experience. How many people were signer-uppers for a program with a picture of a volunteer on the cover and then crying in her hut? Or a volunteer who fails to learn the language so all he does is read and write?

These next few months are looming over me and the reality of Peace Corps weighs down on me. Self-­ex­amination overwhelms me. Do I sim­ply have a travel bug? Do I have a unique status is given me among my peers, my par­ents, and my parents' friends? Do I like the look of punishment and awe that people gave me when I told them I was going to live in Mauritania for two more years than I like the reality of living without running water? Why am I here if I know I want to go to law school? I want to live in an environment that is so conservative that I cannot show my ankles and where female circumcision is common.

The answers will present themselves in the next few months. I am scared.

Maite Uranga graduated from Notre Dame in 2000 as an anthropology and government major. She is currently a Peace Corps volunteer in the Islamic Republic of Mauritania. Her column appears every other Tuesday.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

---

Letters to the Editor

Tailgate rules stifle football fun

Spoiling a tradition

Oops, I was tailgating again.

I was shocked and appalled by members of the Notre Dame Security/Police force for their disruption of tailgating across the street in the soccer fields, better known as the "Radio Tower." I grew up in South Bend and have attended football games for as long as I can remember. I can never recall seeing any incidents like I witnessed Saturday, when NDSF felt the impulse to disrupt football Saturday.I attended NDSF as a student.

First the facts of the case: I am 21 years of age, the legal drinking age in Indiana. My friend's parents decided they enforced the ticketing of a boy for having a hot dog in the stands. I do get out of hand. But when the police use their power to deny students the right to enjoy these Saturdays by causing a major disturbance, we have prob­lems. Not only were those cited affected by the events, but also everyone that right to enjoy these Saturdays by causing a major disturbance, we have prob­lems. Not only were those cited affected by the events, but also everyone that rules. Not only are those cited affected by the events, but also everyone that isn't.

The tailgate party is as big a part of Saturdays as the game itself, perhaps an even larger part given recent football struggles.

But tailgating involves drinking, so Notre Dame has decided that it has to be scaled back. On Saturday morning I saw NDSF officers roaming fields ticket­ing people. These were students who were minding their own business, not dancing on cars or crushing cans on their heads. I don't bother railing against ticketing underage students because it's too easy for officials to hide behind the law of the land and the bottom line is that it's impossible to argue against that. I'll just say that it seems very unnecessary, especially considering how many of the locators are drinking come from their parents. I will note that underage drinking at tailgates was ignored by real police for years until University officials asked for tougher enforcement.

I'm more troubled by ticketing students who are of legal drinking age sim­ple for the offense of "tailgating" (that's right, it was misspelled on a ticket I saw). The students are owed an explanation as to why 21-year-olds can be in violation of University rules just for being present at a perfectly legal gathering.

Rex Rakow tells us that 17 students have been treated for excessive drunk­enness. Wow, 17 out of 160,000 fans at two games! Those are like Powerball odds. This is hardly an epidemic. It's a great tradition and a great time that is being trampled on for no apparent reason.

Even more ridiculous is the ticketing of students for talking. While witness­ing someone being ticketed, a Sorin resident turned to a friend and described Bill Kirk using an expletive. He turned around to see Mr. Kirk standing behind him and was promptly ticketed for "blatant disrespect for University policy." What?! Come on, what road are we heading down here?

Well, Mr. Kirk, I guess I also have blatant disrespect for this policy, so I guess I also deserve a ticket. See you in the lots on Saturday.

Chas Eberle

---

Citations are unnecessary

Continuing a tradition of bizarre and unnecessary rules, the administration has cracked down on tailgating.

Tailgating, that wretched activity involving thousands of students, parents and check-writing alumni waking up to go out to have fun with their friends, has been cracked down on tailgating.

The administration has cracked down on tailgating.

Notre Dame has decided that it has to be scaled back. On Saturday morning I saw NDSF officers roaming fields ticket­ing people. These were students who were minding their own business, not dancing on cars or crushing cans on their heads. I don't bother railing against ticketing underage students because it's too easy for officials to hide behind the law of the land and the bottom line is that it's impossible to argue against that. I'll just say that it seems very unnecessary, especially considering how many of the locators are drinking come from their parents. I will note that underage drinking at tailgates was ignored by real police for years until University officials asked for tougher enforcement.

I'm more troubled by ticketing students who are of legal drinking age sim­ple for the offense of "tailgating" (that's right, it was misspelled on a ticket I saw). The students are owed an explanation as to why 21-year-olds can be in violation of University rules just for being present at a perfectly legal gathering.

Rex Rakow tells us that 17 students have been treated for excessive drunk­enness. Wow, 17 out of 160,000 fans at two games! Those are like Powerball odds. This is hardly an epidemic. It's a great tradition and a great time that is being trampled on for no apparent reason.

Even more ridiculous is the ticketing of students for talking. While witness­ing someone being ticketed, a Sorin resident turned to a friend and described Bill Kirk using an expletive. He turned around to see Mr. Kirk standing behind him and was promptly ticketed for "blatant disrespect for University policy." What?! Come on, what road are we heading down here?

Well, Mr. Kirk, I guess I also have blatant disrespect for this policy, so I guess I also deserve a ticket. See you in the lots on Saturday.

Chas Eberle
Irish rock band to play Irish

Anticipation for U2's upcoming performance reaches a height as students prepare to enjoy the show, with views from all over the stage — including a pioneering 360-degree camera delivering you to 'the heart' of the Elevation live experience.

For truly zealous fans, the Web cast will be replayed on Thursday at 9 p.m. E.T. (that would be 2 p.m. our time) for European fans. So just in case you want to relive the memories of getting manhandled by Joyce security guards as you do not have a clue when you last visited this concert. 

**MUSIC FEATURE**

**All That You Can’t Leave Behind: the history of U2**

By JOHN HEIECK
Scene Music Critic

During a time when hair bands shared the success and excess that typified the 1980s, the Irish rock band U2, with its honest, heart-on-the-sleeve mentality, became one of the biggest rock bands in the world with its 1987 release of The Joshua Tree.

During a time when Nirvana seemed to bring any and every band that embodied that very excess, U2 responded with a sarcastic grin, reinventing itself with the 1991 release Achtung Baby. And now, with a world in need of a little hope, U2 — with its critically acclaimed All That You Can’t Leave Behind, and its hopeful message of peace — seems to be more relevant than ever.

The band formed in 1976 in Ireland when Larry Mullen Jr. (drums) posted a flyer on his high school bulletin board seeking other musicians to form a Beatles and Rolling Stones cover band. Paul Hewson (bass, lead vocals and guitar), Adam Clayton (bass), The Edge, later dubbed "The Edge," and Brian Eno later joined the band to form U2. U2 got its first break after the 1978 Guinness talent contest, catching the attention of manager Paul McGuinness. Two years later, with the help of the single "Another Day," the band signed a deal with Island Records.

Later that year, U2 released their debut album, Boy, which received critical acclaim for its visionary, atmospheric, yet edgy, sound. U2 soon broke out in America with the 1983 release of War, supported by the politely charged singles "Sunday Bloody Sunday" and "New Year's Day." Capitalizing on this momentum, U2 teamed up with producers Andy Johns and Brian Eno in the recording of the ambitiously experimental album, The Unforgettable Fire in 1984. The album echoed the band's interest in America with the songs "Pride (In the Name of Love)" and "MLK."

U2 remained successful in the 1980s and 1990s with albums and music stores throughout America. However, it was the 1987 release of The Joshua Tree that established the band as one of the premier in the world. Once again teaming up with producers Eno and Lanois, U2 recorded and released the chart-topping singles "With or Without You" and "I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For." The singles were the most beautiful rotated songs on the radio that year, and landed the band on the cover of Time Magazine.

After the success of live E.P.S and videos like Under A Blood Red Sky and With or Without You in America, U2 filled various other live performances from the tour and to record new songs for Battle and Hum, a visual and sonic immersion into the heart of American blues and soul. While the album was a hit, music critics, who misunderstood the message behind the film, blasted the band for placing themselves in the same category as Bob Dylan, Elvis Presley and Jimmy Hendrix. As a result, the band left the United States and released the album "Bono, step up to the microphone and began singing 'Is it getting better? Or do you feel the same? Will it make it easier on you? Now, you've got someone to blame.'" One by one, the members of U2 came together and wrote "One," which reinstated the band's faith in music and in each other.

The rest of the sonically experimental album, influenced by electronic and dance music was released in 1991 as the album Achtung Baby, the strength of singles "One" and "Mysterious"
Bono: Notre Dame has soul

My name is Tim Collins and this is the story of how I got to be at least a tiny bit anxious to see him on tour and he drove off.

We were ecstatic, but nothing could prepare us for what was about to prove life changing. The band’s latest album, All That You Can’t Leave Behind, was released in 2000, and it became an instant classic. The album featured hits like “Beautiful Day” and “Elevation,” which were met with enthusiastic critical acclaim. It was the band’s 11th studio album, and it solidified their status as one of the world’s biggest rock bands.

During the middle of Zoo TV, U2 returned to the studio to record Zooropa. Bono and the Edge began writing and recorded Zooropa. During the middle of Zoo TV, U2 returned to the studio to record Zooropa. The band’s latest album, All That You Can’t Leave Behind, was released in 2000, and it became an instant classic. The album featured hits like “Beautiful Day” and “Elevation,” which were met with enthusiastic critical acclaim. It was the band’s 11th studio album, and it solidified their status as one of the world’s biggest rock bands.

The album was critically and publicly acclaimed. The ban d’s latest album, All That You Can’t Leave Behind, was released in 2000, and it became an instant classic. The album featured hits like “Beautiful Day” and “Elevation,” which were met with enthusiastic critical acclaim. It was the band’s 11th studio album, and it solidified their status as one of the world’s biggest rock bands.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Tim Collins can be contacted at collins.87@nd.edu.
Shane Doan scored on a power play 23 seconds into overtime as the Phoenix Coyotes beat the Calgary Flames 2-1 Monday night. Doan deflected a slap shot by Tempio Nunniman from the blue line past Calgary goaltender Miikka Kiprusoff.

Calgary's Rob Niedermayer had been called for tripping with 1:13 left in the third period.

Daniel Briere also scored for Phoenix (1-1-0), which was coming off a pair of shutout victories.

Phoenix goaltender Sean Burke finished with 26 saves and allowed several Calgary scoring chances in the third period.

On one sequence, Burke made a pad stop on a shot by Chris Clark, and made a glove save on a shot by Dave Lowry off a rebound. In the last third, Burke stopped Scott Nichol on a breakaway. Briere ended Turke's shutout streak of 153 minutes, 23 seconds at 13:23 of the second period. Turke's streak was the longest in the NHL this season and shortest of the Calgary record set last season by Fred Brathwaite.

With Phoenix on a power play, Briere circled out from behind the Flames' net and scored on a rebound.

Calgary opened the scoring 2:41 into the first period, capitalized on a two-man advantage. Toni Lydman and Nichol combined to set up McAmmond, who beat Burke with a shot from the low slot.

Calgary finished 1-for-10 on the power play. The Coyotes were 2-for-6.

Blue Jackets, Flyers 2
Jan Hlavac scored in the third period on a shot that ricocheted off the skates of two Columbus Blue Jackets as the Philadelphia Flyers rallied to tie the Blue Jackets 2-2 Monday night.

The Flyers trailed by two goals in the final period before tying the game. Philadelphia rallied from a two-goal deficit to salvage a 3-3 tie against Columbus on Saturday night.

Hlavac's unassisted goal with 6:47 left came on a shot that bounced off the skates of Columbus defender Derron Quint and then off the skate of Jack Pusher.

Hlavac's goal came 50 seconds after Philadelphia's Simon Gagne accepted a pass from Mike Ricci and scored on a backhand past goalie Marc Denis, who finished with 30 saves.

Columbus had outplayed the Flyers for the first 50 minutes before the two quick goals.

The Blue Jackets had the first four shots of the overtime. Columbus defenceman Brian Boucher stopped two shots by Geordie Sanderson in the first 15 seconds of the extra period and blocked Ray Whitney's wrist shot from close range.

Boucher finished with 28 saves.

Philadelphia was on the power play for the first 35.9 seconds of overtime after a holding call on Matthias Timander. Keith Primeau whiffed on a shot from the slot with 6 seconds remaining.

Columbus (4-3-0) has three points in its first three games — matching the Blue Jackets' totals through the first three games of their expansion season a year ago. They also ran their unbeaten streak at Nationwide Arena to seven games (4-0-3-0).

After capitalizing on both power-play chances in Philadelphia on Saturday night, the Blue Jackets failed to score on six man-advantage opportunities Monday.

In a 1-0-1 start in the third period, the Blue Jackets stretched the lead off a nifty pass by veteran Dion Phaneuf.

After a takeaway near center ice, a slap shot by Columbus' Sergei Aubin was high and wide off the back glass. The puck took a big bounce and ended up near the boards on the right side. Minutes later, Aubin dug it out, coaxed it from the dot and passed under the stick of Eric Desergeau in Aubin at the left post. Aubin tapped the puck past Boucher for a 1-0 lead.

Quint scored the Blue Jackets' first goal with 17.4 seconds left in the third period, a shot that glanced off the skate of Todd Fedoruk and slid just past Philadelphia goalie Ray Emery.

Maple Leafs, Mighty Ducks 3
Alexander Mogilny had two goals and an assist to lead the Toronto Maple Leafs to a 6-1 victory over the Anaheim Mighty Ducks on Monday night.

Mogilny, signed as a free agent in the offseason, gave the Leafs a 3-0 lead at 1:40 of the second period with his 400th career goal. The 32-year-old Russian scored 43 goals for New Jersey last season, has four goals in three games.

Robert Reichel and Mikael Renberg scored their first goals for the Maple Leafs. Reichel had a goal and two assists, and Renberg finished with a goal and an assist.

Janas Hoglund and McCauley also scored for the Maple Leafs.

Anaheim goaltender Steve Shields allowed five goals on 19 shots before being replaced by Ilya Bryzgalov at 7:56 of the second.

McAmmond snapped a wrist shot past Shields 53 seconds into the first.

Renberg passed in front to Hoglund, whose one-timer beat Shields 5:50 into the first, and Mogilny assisted on Renberg's goal at 10:52.

Toronto scored three goals in the second.

McCauley extended Toronto's lead to 6-0 at 12:40.

Mike LeClerc scored for Anaheim at 4:51 of the third.

McCauley extended Toronto's lead to 6-0 at 12:40.

Mikael Renberg extended Toronto's lead to 6-0 at 12:40.

Mike LeClerc scored for Anaheim at 4:51 of the third.

McCauley extended Toronto's lead to 6-0 at 12:40.

Mikael Renberg extended Toronto's lead to 6-0 at 12:40.

McCauley extended Toronto's lead to 6-0 at 12:40.
Irish improve to 6-2

Special to The Observer

The Notre Dame men’s water polo team placed second in the Midwest Division tournament at Kalamazoo this weekend, posting a 3-1 record.

The Irish opened with an 11-3 drubbing of Toledo, before falling for the second time this season to Grand Valley State, 12-7.

Grand Valley State is currently ranked 14th nationally.

The Irish rebounded with a 25-5 victory against Bowling Green, and an 11-3 win against host Kalamazoo.

Jay Deimel and John Penilla continue to pace the attack, with 54 saves.

Jay Deimel and John Penilla

Coming Events

Many clubs will swing into action this weekend.

The Field Hockey team will open the season by hosting a round robin at Biehle Field this Sunday.

The team will play the University of Chicago at 11 a.m., and then take on the North Shore Club at noon.

The Bowling Club will be in Indianapolis for the Brickyard Classic, while the Eggersians will travel to Taylor University.

The cycling club will compete in the MWCC Regional in Albany, Ohio, where Sean Flynn will attempt to qualify for the national team.

The Men’s Rowing club will take to the water at the Head of the Rock in Rockford, Ill., in their final tune-up before the Head of the Charles in Boston the following week.

St. Louis blows out Detroit 35-0

Associated Press

PONTIAC, Mich. - The St. Louis Rams thrive on the pass. The Detroit Lions die by it, and one reason the Rams are unbeaten and the Lions are winless.

Kurt Warner throws three touchdown passes and菲尔比 retumed an interception of Ty Detmer 93 yards for a score Monday night as the Rams remained the NFL’s only unbeaten team with a 35-0 victory over the Lions.

It was hard to tell if the Rams (4-0) were good or the Lions (0-3) were bad in a game that was really never in doubt after Warner threw first-half touchdown passes of 15 yards to Ar-Zahir Hakim and 36 yards to Torry Holt. Those scores capped two drives in which Warner threw 16 straight times.

“You know Kurt, he’ll get you the ball,” Holt said. “You just have to make sure you get in the right spot.”

Bly picked off an ill-placed pass by Detmer, who was intercepted seven times last week by Cleveland in the Lions’ last game, and returned it for a TD to make it 21-0 at halftime.

On came Charlie Batch, whom Detmer had replaced after a 28-6 opening-week loss in Green Bay. Batch had no better luck — he completed his first two passes but his third was intercepted in the end zone by Dexter McCleon.

Then after driving the Lions 55 yards to the St. Louis 8, Batch was sacked by Lewis and Little and fumbled. The ball was recovered by Grant Wistrom, who returned the ball for an apparent touchdown, but the Rams were penalized for running on the field after the recovery and the touchdown was nullified.

“You know Kurt, he’ll get you the ball. You just have to make sure you get in the right spot.”

Torry Holt

Rams wide receiver

Westbrook, recovering from a torn Achilles’ tendon, that St. Louis ran the ball just three times in the first half while Warner went 16-of-21 for 197 yards, many of them underneath Detroit’s deep zone. Warner finished 29-of-37 for 291 yards.

Detmer was 15-of-18 for 149 yards, a deceptive figure if there ever was one.

The Rams scored twice in the final quarter on Warner’s third TD pass, a 1-yarder to Ernie Conwell, and a 6-yard run by Marshall Faulk.

The Rams took a 7-0 lead with 3:30 left in the first quarter on Warner’s pass to Hakim at the end of an 86-yard drive that took 10 plays, all passes. The 15-yard scoring play was a 5-yard flip over the line to Hakim, who sidestepped Jimmy Wyrick and danced in.

It was like most of the defense — short and outs underneath the Detroit defense.

The first time Warner went deep was on the next series, hitting Holt from 36 yards behind Ron Rice to make it 14-0 2:29 into the second quarter.

Even when the Detroit offense moved, it ultimately failed.

Late in the second quarter, it drove from its own 38 to the St. Louis 16. But Detmer threw off his back foot right to Bly, who took it 93 yards untouched to make it 21-0.

Write Sports.

Call 1-4543

The University of Notre Dame Department of Music Presents

Miami (OH)

Wind Quintet

Tuesday, October 9, 2001 7:30 pm, Angela Burd Auditorium

This concert is free and open to the public

Please recycle

The Observer
Women's Interhall Football

Weasel punter pins Pyros' hopes

By AARON RONSHEIM and DANIEL TARSHA
Sports Writers

Not too often the hero of a game is punter. For Pasquillarilla West its punter turned in the biggest play of the day. Late in the second half freshman punter Abby Nerlinger pinned Lyons inside their own 2-yard line.

On the next play, a low snap was dropped by Lyons quarterback Sara Jenkins in her own end zone. The result was a safety for the PW defense.

The safety was difference in the game as PW held on for the 2-0 win.

"Abby definitely gets the game ball," said Coach Mike Canfield. "She is the greatest coffin-corner kicker since Rosenbako!"

"I have never played soccer," said PW punter Nerlinger. "I used to give kicking a try. This is actually the first game I have gotten my kicks down.

"I actually had sent up by a goal line stand by the Weasels defense.

On the Lions' first drive of the second half they moved to the two-yard line of the Weasels on Jenkins punt. On a third and goal the Lions tried a field goal, but the play was snuffed out by the defense, as the pass fell incomplete.

The PW defense came up big on fourth down, and the Lyons offense left the field frustrated.

"That differentially help change the momentum of the game," said middle linebacker Gina Lopresto. "It was a huge swing!"

PW, on the ensuing drive, moved the ball to midfield with a series of reverses and a hook and ladder play to set the stage for Nerlinger's perfect punt.

The safety by the PW defense overshadowed a great performance by the Lions’ defense.

PW quarterback Leslie Schmit was 0-8, including one interception in the first half. The Weasels were also held to only 10 yards of total offense in the first half.

I am really proud of our defense," said middle linebacker Irene Onyeagbo. "We played well. It was just a heartbreaking loss."

For PW, this game was a must-win.

Coming off a disappointing 6-0 loss to Pasquillarilla East, it was win or go home for the Weasels.

PW is 3-3 and has almost assured themselves a spot in the postseason.

"Our goal this year is to go to the Stadium," said PW coach Tim Hagerty. "It is a new season. All we need to do is win the offense to play a little better and we will have a great shot."

As for Lyons, it has a one game left against BP this Thursday.

“We definitely need to win if we want to keep on playing,” said Onyeagbo.

Badin 21, Pangborn 0

The match up between the Bullfrogs of Badin and the Phoxes of Pangborn had all the makings of a Wild West shootout and didn’t disappoint for intensity.

The second half, just like the first, started with a bang for Walsh.

After holding the Crime offense and forcing another punt, the Wild Women had a shot at the game's opening touchdown. Walsh was quick to exploit it scoring one touchdown pass to Jenn Dyer.

The second half, just like the first, started with a bang for Walsh.

After holding the Crime offense and forcing another punt, the Wild Women had a shot at the game's opening touchdown. Walsh was quick to exploit it scoring one touchdown.

Who said Walsh couldn't put points on the board?

From the way they played Sunday, it was not apparent that the Wild Women had only scored one touchdown all season. But with a 21-0 win against the now 0-5 Off-Campus Crime, the Wild Women proved that they were much more than just a defensive powerhouse.

"We scouted their offense," said team captain Alison Troy. "We noticed some things — but basically we just played really well on offense and were successful."

Whatever weakness the Wild Women saw in the Crime's defense, Walsh was quick to exploit it scoring two touchdowns in its first three plays of the game.

The first score came on just the second play of the game.

After failing to gain anything on a quarterback draw on first down, they came right back firing on second, as Walsh quarterback Lauren Walsh hit running back Carrie Cambell for a 43-yard touchdown pass.

Following an Off-Campus punt and a big return, Walsh had the ball on the Crime 18.

On the first play of the drive Cambell, this time assuming the role of quarterback, faked a handoff and cut up the right sideline for the touchdown untouched.

As for the Crime, its half consisted of three consecutive series of three-and-outs.

The second half, just like the first, started with a bang for Walsh.

A Howard interhall player evades a potential tackler during a game earlier this year. Howard's season record is 2-2.

Walsh wins, makes playoffs

By MATT FURRIE
Sports Writer

Who said Walsh couldn’t put points on the board?

From the way they played Sunday, it was not apparent that the Wild Women had only scored one touchdown all season. But with a 21-0 win against the now 0-5 Off-Campus Crime, the Wild Women proved that they were much more than just a defensive powerhouse.

"We scouted their offense," said team captain Alison Troy. "We noticed some things — but basically we just played really well on offense and were successful."

Whatever weakness the Wild Women saw in the Crime's defense, Walsh was quick to exploit it scoring two touchdowns in its first three plays of the game.

The first score came on just the second play of the game.

After failing to gain anything on a quarterback draw on first down, they came right back firing on second, as Walsh quarterback Lauren Walsh hit running back Carrie Cambell for a 43-yard touchdown pass.

Following an Off-Campus punt and a big return, Walsh had the ball on the Crime 18.

On the first play of the drive Cambell, this time assuming the role of quarterback, faked a handoff and cut up the right sideline for the touchdown untouched.

As for the Crime, its half consisted of three consecutive series of three-and-outs.

The second half, just like the first, started with a bang for Walsh.

After holding the Crime offense and forcing another punt, the Wild Women mounted a four-play, 57-yard drive, culminating in an 18-yard touchdown pass to Jenn Lynch.

For the day, the Wild Women duo of Walsh and Cambell combined for four of nine passing while the Crime stumbled more to the air completing 9-18 passes.

"This is nice to have a playoff spot secured," said Troy. "It’s a confidence booster. I think we can play with any team in the league."

McGilln, Howard 0

Forget the past three years.

After three straight wins, the current McGilln Shamrocks should no longer have to be associated with past. With a victory over Howard, they have bolstered their record to 3-1-1, and have put themselves in position to earn a playoff spot.

The game was a constant up and down field battle, with both teams being able to drive, but neither being able to put up any points.

"It took us awhile to get things going," said McGilln defensive back Christa Gray. "But once we finally did, it really clicked."

The first half was pretty uneventful. Each team put up at least one drive of 10 plays or more, but none resulted in any points.

With the loss of the starting quarterback Jill Veselik, who was running the Chicago marathon, the Ducks looked to Meg Mackin to lead the offensive attack.

Mackin, 6-16 passing looked very poised in the pocket and seemed confident in her receiver's capabilities to make plays as they drove down the field.

"We drove the ball the entire game," said Howard captain Katie Cawley. "Our offense did a really great job, we just couldn’t finish."

The score remained tied at zero as the first half ended.

It was not till midway through the second that the first touchdown was finally scored.

McGilln, starting from its own 30, moved the ball down field to the Howard 10 in eight plays.

Then, on fourth down, quarterback Julie Kremmer hooked up with wide receiver Sarah Vatterott for the touchdown.

The Ducks would get one more shot to win the game, but a third down interception by Gray in heavy traffic sealed the victory and dropped the Ducks to 2-3 for the season.

"I think this is getting our confidence high for the playoffs," said Gray. "We’re really happy with the outcome."

Contact Matt Furrrie at furrrie@nd.edu.
Interhall
continued from page 24

times and giving up seven sacks. "Our defense is better than what we showed today," said Zeller. "We just didn't execute like we have in practice. I think that's a good sign of what we will be that much bet­
ter."  

After starting the season 3-0, Fisher feels confident they can continue their solid play. "Everybody's really optimistic right now," said Gorman. "We think we have a pretty good shot at playing in the Stadium.

Sorin 27, Knott 6
Last year, Knott's defense gave up only one touchdown all year. Against Sorin, it gave up four.

Otter quarterback Greg Carney was 7-10, with two touchdowns passed to Tom Doar, as Sorin picked up its first win of the season, against the Otters.

"If we keep playing like we did today, there aren't many defenses out there that can stop us," said Sorin's Luke Burke. "If that team shows up, instead of the one that showed up against Zahn, that defense is going to put points on the ball."

Sorin mixed a strong passing game with an adequate running game and moved the ball all day. "Doar and Carney are just on all the time," said Burke. "If you give (Carney) four seconds to throw the ball, he's going to complete it at any time."

Knott, on the other hand, was hampered by injuries and inex­
perience. "We were missing a lot of guys on both offense and defense," said Knott center and defensive linemen Lou Perry. "We had guys going both ways, and a lot of new guys in there as well."

The scoring ended when Doar caught a 15-yard touchdown in the fourth quarter. With the win, Sorin is looking toward the playoffs. "I think we've got a good position to make the playoffs," said Burke. "If we just show up and play our game, we should be fine to make the playoffs."

Despite being winless, Knott is looking toward the playoffs. "I think we've got a good position to make the playoffs," said Burke. "If we just show up and play our game, we should be fine to make the playoffs."

Despite being winless, Knott is looking toward the playoffs. "I think we've got a good position to make the playoffs," said Burke. "If we just show up and play our game, we should be fine to make the playoffs."

"We're definitely going to try to play the role of spoiler next week against Zahn," said Perry.

Siegfried 3, O'Neill 0
The Siegfried-O'Neill trophy will stay in Siegfried for at least another year, as the Ramblers beat the Angry Mob from O'Neill. "The trophy is pretty cool," said Siegfried senior captain Rob Plumby. "Mrs. Siegfried talked to us before the game and told us how much the trophy meant to her."

The Ramblers defense dominated the Angry Mob, yielding just three first downs.

Numerous big hits, constant pressure on O'Neill sophomore quarterback Troy Montgomery and the swarming Rambler tackling led to the Siegfried shutout.

"It was an entire team effort," said Plumby. "Pete Aguilar's interception was big. The line stepped up as well."

After a scoreless first quarter, Siegfried put together a seven­play drive in the final minute of the first half to take a 3-0 lead against O'Neill's 20-yard field goal. "That (field goal) swung momentum and showed we could drive down the field on O'Neill," said Plumby.

Their opening drive in the second half saw the Ramblers use their first half momentum and drive down the field with a solid running game. The Angry Mob defense held its ground inside the 20 and limited the Ramblers to a 30-yard field goal.

"They made some adjustments in the second half," said O'Neill sophomore captain John Enterline. "Momentum helped, but we brought out some new stuff."

In the fourth quarter, Siegfried went 85 yards on a 10­play drive to score the game's only touchdown. Plumby's 25­yard touchdown pass to John Kup gave Siegfried their final score.

"It feels excellent (to be 3-0)," said Plumby. "It is great feeling to have beaten who we have beaten."

The final week of the interhall season has the Angry Mob (1-2) playing Sorin, while the Ramblers will play St. Edward's. Both teams have areas of con­cern to address.

"I thought our defense made some big hits and god a couple of sacks early," said Enterline. "However, we've gone scoreless the past two weeks and need to mix things up on offense better. We have to play hard and get ourselves into the playoffs."

"You can never be too good at fundamentals," said Plumby. "We have to fix some small mis­takes here and there before the playoffs."

Contact Joe Hettler at jhettler@nd.edu and Matt Lozar at mlozar@nd.edu.

□  □  □  □  □

This Week in Campus Ministry

10/9

109

10/10

10/11

10/12

10/13

10/14

10/15

10/16

sunday

RCIA Inquiry Session 10:00 a.m.
330 Coleman-Morse Center
Law School Mass 5:00 p.m.
Law School Chapel
MBA Mass 7:00 p.m.
Mendoza College of Business Chapel

monday

The Way Catholic Bible Study 8:30 p.m.
331 Coleman-Morse Center
Día de los Muertos 6:00 p.m.
Coleman-Morse Center Lounge

saturday

Dedication of Paese Fountain and Mass 6:30 p.m.
Coleman-Morse Center Chapel

□  □  □  □  □

Student Ministry News

Siegfried tailback Travis Smith carries the ball during the Ramblers' 13-0 win against O'Neill.

□  □  □  □  □

Retreats

Freshman Retreat #37
(October 9-10, 2001)
Monday, October 1 through Monday, November 5
114 Coleman-Morse Center
Howard, Cavanaugh to face off after mix-up

By KEN CHAMPA and BRIAN LONG
Sports Writers

For the second time this week, Howard is preparing to play Cavanaugh, and this time the two teams will finally get a chance to play.

A scheduling mix-up last Sunday resulted in Howard playing against McGlinn, when they thought they were going to play Cavanaugh. The Ducks lost to the McGlinn Shamrocks, dropping the Ducks to 2-2, but Howard is motivated to make the best of the foul-up.

"We're mad about the schedule, but we feel like we're ready, and determined to play on Tuesday," said Ducks senior captain Katie Cawley.

This season has been full of close finishes and frustrating losses for Howard.

"It's been really frustrating, we know we're good, we just need to finish our drives and score," said Cawley. Howard will use the talented offensive trio of quarterback Bill Veselsk, receiver Elizabeth Klinek and running back Cawley.

Although Howard's offense has been solid, it is its defense that will be needed to stop the high-flying attack of senior quarterback and captain Mandy Helmig and the Chaos of Cavanaugh (2-1-1).

This season, Howard's defense has benefited from scouting done by its coaches Chris McBride and Paul Gazetta.

"The coaches have really helped us by scouting other teams for us, it helps a lot of what we should be doing on every play," said junior safety Kate Dinardo.

In Cavanaugh's offense, tailbacks Megan Land and Megan Smith, along with receiver Katie Burdick, compliment Helmig's game.

The Chaos is hoping to earn the win to secure its last three games with a complete team effort in order to pull out a victory over Lewis.

"The weather hasn't been great, we are ready to go," said Helmig.

The two teams are set to square off this tonight at 9 p.m. at West Riehle Field.

McGlinn vs. Lewis

After four seasons of winless play, the McGlinn Shamrocks are suddenly playing mistake-free flag football and riding a three-game winning streak.

Heading into the regular season finale against league rival Lewis Hall, McGlinn looks ready to make its first trip to the postseason.

However, a victory will not come easy for the Shamrocks, as the Chicks of Lewis also know a little something about winning. Standing at 4-0-1, Lewis in atop the Blue League going into the last week of division play.

With the playoffs in sight, the Chicks could be thinking Notre Dame Stadium already. However, during pregame interviews, Lewis players made it clear that they were not taking the McGlinn Shamrocks lightly.

"We are looking at this game as our first play-off game — we just want to play our game and finish up the regular season with a victory," said Kara Helming.

The Chicks "play their game" with a stifling defense and an explosive offense.

Look for sophomore quarterback Erin Nasrallah to play a large part of the Chicks' success on the offensive side of the ball.

In order for the Shamrocks to compete with Lewis, the perfect execution that has highlighted McGlinn's winning streak must be present.

In their wins over Off-Campus, Farley and Howard, the Shamrocks rolled with creative play-calling and beautiful execution on both sides of the ball.

While individuals such as Sarah Vatterott and On-Kay Wong have come up big for McGlinn, the Shamrocks are looking for a total team effort in order to shut down Lewis.

"We have really stepped up in our last three games with a complete team effort," said Sarah Vatterott.

The Shamrocks will definitely need to be on the same page in order to pull out a victory over Lewis Hall, but if the last three games are any indication, McGlinn looks ready to roll over the Chicks and into the playoffs.

Contact Ken Champa at kchampa@nd.edu and Brian Long at blong@nd.edu.
Soccer:

Belles hit the road again against Knights

By KATRINA KALASKY
Sports Writer

The Belles will hit the road again today, for the third away game in a row, against third-ranked Calvin College.

This game will be a challenge for the Belles. The Knights have won the league’s two best scorers, junior Tricia Dyke and senior Larissa Onderlinde, and are only four freshmen on the team, compared to Saint Mary’s having thirteen freshmen on its squad.

The sudden turnaround in the Belles’ record suggests that they are overcoming their inexperience.

“We’re playing more as a team. The freshmen have adjusted and now have valuable experience,” said freshman Jen Concannon.

The Belles are hot right now. They have won five of its last six games, losing only to top-ranked Albion.

Saint Mary’s started out with a record of 0-5. Since then, the Belles have undergone a sensational turn around, coming back from a 0-5 to 3-2-1 record on Wednesday, September 26.

The Irish got one of those big wins we’ve heard so much about, and went on to win 24-7 over Pittsburgh.

And it’s no wonder.

Nebraska wanted Notre Dame’s quarterback running their defense when Eric Crouch moves on.

Holiday’s performance in his first win as the Notre Dame signalcaller and the team’s first win since people were counting chads in Florida, exhibited Crouch-like precision.

He threw for 10-13 passing for 70 yards with no interceptions. Not exactly Drew Brees quality, but it was enough to pick up five passing first downs and keep that clock rolling.

He ran for 19 carries for 122 yards and a touchdown, with that long 67-yard run that burst reminiscent of a run by another No. 7, James Jackson, against Navy into the same end zone two weeks ago.

Throw in a workman-like performance from Jallinus Jones and some explosions from Tony Fisher, and the Irish were able to rack up 249 yards on the ground, almost three times their per-game average.

Not only did these passing and rushing numbers allow them to produce the “big plays” or the rumored to exist “long drive”, they also let Notre Dame possess the ball for 70 plays and 37:23 of game time.

As any defensive coordinator will tell you, keeping Panther wide receiver Antonio Bryant off the field is good. They don’t give out Biletnikoff Awards to sophomores for run blocking well.

For their part, the defense stepped up even more than they have already (they’re giving up 260 yards per game) and found what they’ve been missing: turnovers, and lots of them.

Five, to be exact.

The defense and the offense finally complemented and supported one another with results on the field. That led to, as much as it pains me to say it, a very Husker-type win, minus about 100 yards of offense.

Ten years ago, you probably would have called it a very Notre Dame-type win.

Control the ground, pass efficiently and control the clock.

Obviously, the Irish didn’t go out and roll up a high profile victory on Saturday. But beating Pittsburgh, now also a 1-3 team, with a loss to South Florida hanging around like an annoying little brother.

They kicked 300 yards of total offense for the second time this year, and no one was happy about it.

Bobby Johnston, of the transi­tion unit, is good. He’s gonna go, Jon! He’s gonna go!” I yelled into the phone like a man whose power has been taken away.

“I’m not going to get too dramatic about it. We’re a 1-3 football team. But it’s a heck of a lot better than being an 0-4 football team.

The record isn’t that much better, but the team’s mindset has to be. No longer is the endzone off limits like your dad’s power tools, or is 20 points something spoken of as what happened in “the good old days”.

“It is a big win, not only for our football team, but for our entire community,” said Holiday. “It gives us a big boost and takes a lot off our shoulders. We needed this to keep us going — for something to build on. We didn’t want to get used to losing.”

The Irish offense is still pretty predictable. In fact, they have on every first down against the Panthers. When it’s working the way it did against Pittsburgh, that’s easy to forget.

Most likely, though, the game plan will have to be more varied when Notre Dame again faces off against some of the stronger teams on the schedule, or we’ll be talking about a lack of production once more time.

But for now, the Irish are riding a fourteen game winning streak. In October.

If you’re Notre Dame, that feels a lot better than 13-1.

Contact Ted Fox at foxted@nd.edu. The views of this column are those of the author and are not necessarily those of The Observer.
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In Response to the Events of September 11th

In this time of terrible loss and momentous decisions, the Center for Social Concerns offers resources through this website to assist individuals develop informed views, seek spiritual sustenance, and find just, wise, and effective ways to respond.

please visit: http://centerforsocialconcerns.nd.edu/sept11

With Gratitude...

Thank you to all who participated in celebrating Henri Nouwen’s Fifth Anniversary Celebration on Saturday, September 29th. To order the post-event video and the accompanying packet to view with others for discussion and personal enrichment contact the CSC. Also, the event can be streamed on your computer by visiting the CSC’s website.

Faculty Opportunities

Faculty Needed! Through the Center for Social Concerns, Notre Dame students participate in service experiences so powerful that the lenses through which they’ve seen the world are permanently altered. Such experiences — providing health care to poor people in Ecuador, an intensive week in Appalachia — make our students want to know more. To deepen the learning these experiences inspire, we need faculty members to help them formulate questions for academic pursuit; professors who can provide bibliography, direct students to relevant courses, help them design research projects; teachers who will guide our students in thinking carefully about the issues. If you have interest in working with these students in these or other ways, please contact Mary Beckman at the CSC.

Current Volunteer Needs:

SAT Help * Milt Cooper at Washington High School * 283-7200
Know how to ace the SAT? Please share your knowledge and help students prepare for their SATs. Afterschool or evening hours, flexible regarding location.

Greater Holy Temple Church of God & Christ * Howard Dukes * 235-6369 or 288-1199
This church runs a bible study/youth group Tuesday nights and is looking for tutors to assist students with their school work, from 7-8:30, within walking distance from ND.

Riley High School * Irene Patterson * 283-8114
Looking for tutors to assist high school students weekdays from 3:00-4:00 in all subjects including Chemistry, Algebra and Foreign Languages. Ideally, they would like a group of students that can commit to a couple of days per week.

General Tutor for Sixth Grader * Cindy Black * 237-0725 * Dociblk@cs.com
A sixth grade student, Corey would like a tutor to assist him with general homework including reading comprehension. Flexible schedule (a couple times a week), a meeting place on campus could be arranged.

Swanson Elementary School * Lisa Horning or Kristine Torok * 243-7250
Looking for tutors to assist an after school program M-Th 2:30-3:45, could commit to just a couple days a week.

Don’t have a car? No problem! The CSC has vans available for service projects. All you have to do is attend a van training class to become certified and sign up for a time slot to rent the vehicle.

Don’t have a car? No problem! The CSC has vans available for service projects. All you have to do is attend a van training class to become certified and sign up for a time slot to rent the vehicle.

The next training session is October 10, 6:00 p.m. in room 124 at the CSC.

Upcoming Presentation

Lessons from the History of Literacy
A talk by Harvey Graff
Thursday, October 11
100-104 McKenna Hall 3:45

Harvey J. Graff is Professor of History and a member of the doctoral faculty for the Ph.D. Program in Culture, Literacy, and Language, and in English at The University of Texas at San Antonio. In his talk, Graff suggests new perspectives by probing how the past has influenced the ways that we use and abuse the skills of literacy in the present.

Center for Social Concerns
Vehicle Training Sessions:
Final Date: Wednesday, October 10
(6:00 p.m., Rm. 124 CSC)
All seminar drivers must take a vehicle info session in order to drive for their seminar trip. No registration required. Bring pen and drivers' license.
In Addition: All drivers will need to attend a 2nd meeting, October 19 at 4:15 p.m. at the CSC.

Social Concern Seminars/SSPIs/ISSLPs

Summer Service Project Internships: Summer Service Project Internships are eight-week service-learning experiences sponsored by Notre Dame alumni clubs across the country. Room and board is provided while students work with agencies serving disadvantaged populations.
First Information Session: Thursday, October 18th 6:00 p.m. at the Center for Social Concerns

ACCION Internships: For Junior Business majors only. 10-12 weeks working with ACCION offices that are micro-lending organizations. $2500.00 Scholarship. Room and board stipend provided.

International Summer Service Learning Program:
Sites represented this week are: Ghana, S. India, Tijuana (Mexico), and Ecuador
Tues. Info nights: 7-9 pm CSC Satellite Office (Coleman-Morse Center, Room 113)
Applications are now available and due: Nov 1st

Border Issues Seminar Applications are now available at the CSC. Application Deadline: October 15th
Dillon demolishes Stanford, clinches berth

By MATT DeNICOLA, JOE LINDSLEY and BRYAN KRONK
Sports Writers

Throughout the season, every team has poured hours of preparation into their respective football teams. However, it took the Dillon Big Red (3-0) just slightly over an hour to clinch a spot in the playoffs.

Sunday afternoon, the Dillon running game pounded down the field with force and consistency and its defense stood solid in a 35-0 victory against Stanford (0-3).

"They are far and away the best team in the league," said Stanford captain Dave Dilworth. "You don't like to lose by that much, but they [Dillon] played real well."

Safety Adam Oyster and cornerback Kevin Barry kept the Dillon passing game slightly under control. However, the Griffin could not contain the rushing game.

"They shut us down on offense," said Dilworth. "We fumbled the ball a couple times and never really got anything offensively."

Despite the score, the Griffins were not lackadaisical. Missing several starting positions, Stanford played tough. Two players were sent to the infirmary, with a concussion and the other with a broken wrist.

Dillon scattered more than a few bombs. The Big Red topped this season's single game scoring mark at 35, and increased its league leading points scored to 70 — more than twice any other team.

The Big Red are also ranked first in touchdowns allowed at one. The have scored 10 touchdowns-offense for a touchdown scored-allowed ratio that is five times better than any other team in the league.

However, Dillon captain Tayt Odom refuses to allow success to go to his players' heads. "We don't want what happened last year to happen again [not wanting the championship]," said Odom. "We want to keep getting better every week."

The Big Red have been doing just that, increasing its margin of victory each week.

The Dillon defense posted its second shutdown of the year. Interceptions by J.P. Camacho and Brian Fontana combined with two recovered fumbles kept the Griffins away from the end zone all day.

"The offense worked pretty well," said Odom. "The Griffins would say that is an understatement."

"I don't see who could beat them," said Dilworth, who plans to have his team ready to win next Sunday. "We are going to work on passing a little more."

If the Griffins win, there is the possibility of earning a spot in the playoffs.

"The offense worked pretty well," said Odom. "The Griffins would say that is an understatement."

If the Griffins win, there is the possibility of earning a spot in the playoffs.

"Our defense as a whole was good," said Baum. "But our offense couldn't do anything."

As a team, the Manories looked lackadaisical. Their drives were uninspired, and they just could not convert key plays.

"There was no focus," said Baum. "We weren't fired up."

The Dawgs take credit for extinguishing this fire. Alumni was able to score off broken coverage, and never looked back.

"We had a really strong attack in the middle of the field with our tight ends," said Alumni captain Nick Linstroth.

Tight ends Nick Althoff and Drew DeWalt controlled the ball very well and were the primary part of the Alumni offense.

The Alumni defense was also on top of the ball. Corryn Hawks pulled down two interceptions and freshman defensive end Higgins was part of several third down stops.

The defense was solid all day," said Linstroth.

Morrisey experienced this first hand.

"Our offense couldn't do anything," said Baum.

We are definitely going to work on motivation and attitude," said Baum. "We have to win to get into the playoffs."

The Manories are going to have to pull off a big upset for this to happen. "It all comes down to what team shows up," said Baum. "We have the talent to beat anyone."

Alumni still has to win this week to clinch a playoff berth.

"We want to be more organized and work on the bread and butter plays," said Linstroth. "This final week will be a good indication of where everyone stands going into the playoffs."

Contact Matt DeNicola at mdenicol@nd.edu. Contact Joe Lindley at jlindley@nd.edu. Contact Bryan Kronk at bkronk@nd.edu.
Football
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ment since he took his first snap in Memorial Stadium in Lincoln, Neb. He doesn't try to make a big play happen every play. Instead, Holiday is much more patient and much more confident.

"I think I'm more mature now," he said. "I've worked hard to get to where my feet aren't wet anymore."

Holiday has showed how he's matured in the two games he has started. Against Texas A&M, Holiday spent most of the day scrambling around in the backfield, and was sacked three times. But against Pittsburgh he stayed the the pocket much more often, and when he did scramble, he threw the ball away.

"I looked at film and felt it was my obligation to not do those things," he said. "Those were real costly mistakes. I felt if I don't have that play, then get rid of the ball instead of losing yardage."

One of the reasons Holiday is starting at quarterback is because of his ability to create his own plays. Offensively, the Irish have made minor changes to allow Holiday to keep his hands on the ball more. But coaches are making sure he stays within the game plan and doesn't try to make too much.

"I don't want him to look like a chicken with his head cut off," Rogers said. "There's times where he gets back there and misses a read and runs all over the place. There's a difference between that and creativity."

Davis and Rogers are particularly excited about the opportunities Holiday allows the offense. He averages four yards a carry — and most of those carries come off the option, when Holiday sneaks inside the linebacker to pick up key yards. Rogers said that while he isn't too comfortable with Holiday's passing abilities — the sophomores is 22-for-35 with three interceptions — he was impressed with how Holiday threw the ball Saturday.

"He made some really really good throws under duress," Rogers said. "He was getting hit as soon as he threw it and threw it well and accur­ately."

But Davie, Rogers and Holiday are quick to say that the young quarterback still has a lot to learn. While it's still too early to learn how good Holiday can be, Davie said its obvious that he provides the spark that the coaches feel the Irish offense needs. All he has to do is gain more experience.

"He's going to go through a lot of different phases," Davie said. "He's going to run the gamut before this year is over."

Contact Andrew Soukup at asoukup@nd.edu.

Notes:

♦ Head trainer Jim Russ talked briefly about various injuries sustained by Notre Dame players on Saturday.

Tony Fisher, who hurt his knee and his hamstring on the same play, was able to run at full speed, but coaches held him out of practice.

Jeff Paine is listed as probable for the West Virginia game after spraining his ankle Saturday afternoon. He played the entire game.

Russ also said that Grant Irons, who did not play Saturday, could have played as a backup. He practiced at full speed Monday.
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ND WOMEN'S SOCCER

Gonzalez sues University

By JEFF BALTRUZAK
Assistant Sports Editor

Monica Gonzalez, a senior defender for the Notre Dame women's soccer team, has filed suit in St. Joseph County Superior Court against the University, seeking an injunction to continue playing soccer for the Irish.

She was suspended from varsity athletic competition Sept. 25 stemming from an incident involving marijuana. Gonzalez is a student at the University of the Americas in Puebla, Mexico.

Gonzalez received a temporary injunction from Judge William T. Means allowing her to continue to compete for the Irish while the litigation continues.

William Hoye, associate vice president and deputy general counsel for the University, would not comment on the suit, saying the University does not comment on current litigation.

A hearing is scheduled for Thursday.

Charles P. Rice, attorney for Gonzalez, said that the University had not yet filed an answer to the complaint submitted by Gonzalez.

Gonzalez expected Means to hear arguments from the two sides on Thursday.

Gonzalez could not be reached at her listed student number Monday.

Contact Jeff Baltruzak at jbaltruzak@nd.edu.

Irish defender Monica Gonzalez dribbles uphill during a game earlier this season. Gonzalez is suing the University to contest her drug-related suspension.

MEN'S INTERHALL FOOTBALL BLUE LEAGUE

Fisher's game plan works again

By JOE HETTLER and MATT LOZAR
Sports Writers

Fisher's interhall football team employed the same game plan against St. Edward's that they had in their first two victories.

And for the third straight week, it worked.

A solid running game and a stifling defense led the way for the Wave, as it continued its undefeated season Sunday with a 20-0 win over St. Ed's.

"We tried to pass a little more this week, but basically our strength is our running game so we didn't change that part of our offense that much," said quarterback Jimmy Constantino. As usual, running back Kameron Chappell was the workhorse, carrying the ball 13 times and scoring a touchdown.

The Wave's defense also played stellar, holding its opponent to a touchdown or less for the third straight week.

"Our defense was 11 helmets on the ball every time," said tight end Tom Gorman. "They were all over the field and St. Ed's couldn't pass anywhere."

St. Ed's knows its offensive line must improve if they hope to win their remaining two games.

"We're going to look into some more intricate blocking schemes," said coach Dan Zeller. "We just went with base blocking up until now, but we're probably going to put in some X-blocking and maybe some pulling guards for next week."

The scoring began when St. Ed's quarterback Dan Tarsha threw an interception to Rich Hendina, who returned it 18 yards for a touchdown, giving the Wave a 6-0 lead.

On the following drive, Fisher recovered a fumble, and scored two plays later when Gorman caught a 29-yard touchdown pass to make the score 14-0.

Chappell also added a touchdown late in the fourth quarter on a three-yard run.

St. Ed's defense sputtered all day, turning the ball over three times and scoring a touchdown.

Contact Andrew Soukup at soukup@nd.edu.

Holiday's maturity starting to show

By ANDREW SOUKUP
Assistant Sports Editor

Two weeks ago, Bob Davie decided to start sophomore quarterback Carlyle Holiday because he thought the Irish offense needed a spark.

Against Texas A&M, Holiday was beat up and smashed around. He threw a pair of interceptions and left at halftime with a neck injury.

But last Saturday, when Holiday broke multiple tackles and scored a 67-yard touchdown, giving the Wave a 6-0 lead.

On the following drive, Fisher recovered a fumble, and scored two plays later when Gorman caught a 29-yard touchdown pass to make the score 14-0.

Chappell also added a touchdown late in the fourth quarter on a three-yard run.

Men's Swimming vs. Kalamazoo, Thursday, 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer at West Virginia, Thursday, 7 p.m.
NHL, p. 14
Hockey vs. Union College, Thursday, 7 p.m.
ND Volleyball vs. Villanova, Thursday, 4 p.m.
Men's Swimming vs. Kalamazoo, Thursday, 7 p.m.